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About This Game

Welcome to the world of HERO STAFF and prepare for the challenge of your life!

The BLACK MAGE just woke up from his sleep and now has decided to finish what he started, only you, young her, can save
us all!

A showrt but true 8-bit retro adventure full of puzzles, levels and colorful enemies!

FEATURES

- 8 BIT GRAPHICS from the golden era of videogames!

- 200 ROOMS TO EXPLORE, unveil the secrets of the whole land!

- TOUCH ENEMIES TO KILL THEM! But remember! You can only kill enemies of your SAME LEVEL or ONE LEVEL
ABOVE YOURS!

- IT'S A WORLD OF PUZZLES...

Can you outsmart the BLACK MAGE himself and be able to complete his puzzles?

A new "Old" game inspired by true masterpieces such as ZELDA, DRAGON WARRIOR/QUEST AND FAIRUNE!
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GOOD LUCK HERO!

Pixelent Games

CONTROLS:

MOVE - Arrow keys / 5,1,2,3
ACTION - Space Bar/Enter

ITEM SCREEN - A/1
MAP SCREEN - S/2

ACHIEVEMENTS (In-game) E/6
Cancel ITEM, MAP SCREENS and ACHIEVEMENTS - D/3

PAUSE - W/5
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Title: Hero Staff
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Alberto Palacios
Publisher:
Pixelent Games
Franchise:
Hero Staff
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel iCore 3 (run on lower processors too)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics card

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Steam Achievements or nahh?:
Hey what's up, AP from Pixelent Games here!

Just wanted to share this with you guys, somebody just asked me if I was going to add Steam Achievements to Hero Staff, I had
thought about it long ago but just focused on finishing the game instead.

I'll look into it, but my major setback is NOT KNOWING HOW TO DO IT! (I'm a noob developer, I admit it!), but I'll look
into it, I promise, and if it can't happen, well, that's life!

But I already made a list of every possible achievement of the game, I'll share the first one with you:

Hero Staff! (Taking the Hero Staff at the beginning of the game)

And boom! That could be an achievement! Some stuff like that, simple but basic in any Steam game, I'll let you know if that
ever happens!

AP
Pixelent Games. Achievements!:

. In-Game ACHIEVEMENTS!:
Hello guys, AP from Pixelent Games here.

After fighting a giant bug (inside my game, hope it's dead for good), I finally implemented IN-GAME ACHIEVEMENTS for
Hero Staff!

Basically, as you progress through the game and do what you have to do, some achievement text will pop up and you'll be able to
see them, which will be especially useful for newcomers!

I just added a few achievements to finally say I "completed" developing this game, nothing fancy.

Well, that's it, let me know if you find a bug or write a review of this short but fun game, see ya later Heroes!

AP
Pixelent Games
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